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Abstract 

Against the background of “Internet plus”, new ideas emerge in the development of all 
trades and professions. Relying on Internet platform’s characteristics of rapid spread, 
wide spread and multitudinous spread carriers, Internet can help many traditional 
industries establish innovative marketing system to change marketing channel, 
marketing strategy and obtain business opportunity in market. Of course, house 
property is a kind of special commodity and its single product’s deal amount of money is 
large. In most cases, the deal needs the participation of financial institute, so it can’t be 
finished online. This requires that when real estate enterprises make marketing 
strategies, they need consider enterprise characteristic, product type and the spread 
way of Internet channel to choose suitable marketing plan. This essay is to fully 
elaborate the characteristics of Internet and analyze the deep-going real estate Internet 
marketing strategy against the Internet background. 
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1. Introduction 

At the market development of real estate industry, sales and marketing is of great significance, 
which is directly related to the economic interests of real estate businessmen. Hence, only 
taking the scientific and reasonable marketing way can it be assured of effective propagation of 
real estate ’s reputation and fame to promote the increase of real estate enterprise’s sales 
amount eventually. From the perspective of traditional real estate enterprise marketing 
organization mode, most real estate enterprises use the mobile huge piece of advertisement, 
advertisement leaflet in paper and TV advertisement and other media channels to propagate 
brand, promote product and other series of marketing activities. In nowadays, traditional 
marketing ways also have some advertisement effects, but from the perspective of 
advertisement information’s channel of acceptors in favor, traditional media carrier almost 
have no advantages in Internet media channel and traditional media channel lacks of unerring 
marketing which is unable to track the target audience accurately, obtain their contact 
information and better measure and evaluate the reasonability and number of target audience 
of marketing advertisement design. Under the circumstance of the limited traditional 
marketing channel, more and more real estate enterprises are willing to choose media of mobile 
terminal, such as availing mobile Internet media channel to conduct effective propagation.  

Currently, with the Internet, real estate businessmen actively taking effective network 
marketing strategy is very beneficial to broaden the market of the enterprise, which is not only 
able to effectively reduce the cost of sales and marketing but also to establish more convenient 
and friendly communication with customer. Hence, real estate businessmen need to actively 
make the use of the advantages of network marketing platform, consider the enterprise’s 
development characteristic and formulate valid network marketing strategy to promote further 
real estate network marketing efficiency. 
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2. In the Era of Internet Plus, Characteristics’ Analysis of Real Estate  
Market’S Target Audience 

There is no need for us to mention too much the marketing advantage of real estate market in 
the era of Internet Plus. No matter in macroscopic level or macrocosmic operating level, in the 
era of Internet Plus, there are more ways and diversified forms for marketing in the real estate 
market. Combining the 4Cs marketing principal, the organization and planning of any 
enterprise’s activities of sales and marketing must focus on user, meet the needs of consumers 
and find out target audience’s preference characteristic to conduct targeted marketing activity 
and achieve the intended marketing effect. 

2.1. Image of Target Market’S Consumer Group 

From the data of Shell Research Institute, the characteristic of population age is that average 
age of homebuyers is 29.5 years old in 2018 and first house purchase and house exchange’s 
needs make up 87%. House exchange becomes the new necessity and the house buyers whose 
age is among 26-35 years old suitable for marriage make up 50.1%. It is easy to find that young 
men born in the 1980s is with great potential to buy the house, which is related to the national 
condition, the custom of male buying the wedding room, to some degree. For one part of the 
house buyer born in 1970s, w they usually buy for the second house and most of these people’s 
purpose if to improve the housing needs. From the perspective of age structure, the age of most 
house buyers is during their young and middle age and most of them are people born in 1980s 
and 1990, which will increase constantly. 

From the perspective of income, most house buyers are among the middle class and the more 
developed the city is, the higher requirement it is to the income. Hence, for the people in 
different areas, the advertisement channel and advertising way need to be classified reasonably. 

2.2. Behavior Characteristics of Target Market’S Consumers 

To get a better understanding to target market’s consume behavior and reasonably make 
advertisement content information, we analyze the characteristics of house buyer’s behavior in 
depth. The detail is as follow: 

2.2.1. Widely Receiving Information, but the Major Channel Depending More on 
Internet 

For the house buyers born in 1980s and 1990s, the sources of obtaining the real estate 
information are very broad, such as huge piece of LED advertisements in some commercial 
streets but the real estate information only establish “initial impression” in their recognition 
structure. For house buyers, the facticity of information needs further consideration and they 
will automatically find the information about the real estate enterprise and house source 
situation to have a further judgment for the advertisement information released by the real 
estate enterprise. In fact, house buyers become wiser and more cautious. Hence, even though 
there are some exaggerated parts in the real estate information, it easy for house buyer to 
identify them from other information channels. What’s needed to mention is that among the 
lots of information channel, most house buyers still rely on Internet information platform and 
with the help of the advantage of Internet information platform, most real estate enterprise 
projects and second-house projects’ public praises, reviews, location, business circle’s 
situations and school district situations can be easily checked. 

2.2.2. Easily Affected By Opinion Leader, but Having the Reasonable Purchasing  

Against the background of Internet Plus, house buyers are easily affected by opinion leader. For 
example, if the commercial building or community is recommended by Internet star, it can 
easily affect the house buyers’ purchasing behavior. From the perspective of psychological level, 
when house buyers choose to purchase the house, they will evaluate according to the real estate 
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project’s advantages but they will also pay attention to real estate project’s expected value. For 
example, the house in a certain region is possible to become marsh in value to the city in future 
or it is recommended by many people and it will receive much concern from more people. 

2.2.3. Focusing on Experience and Paying Much Attention to Feeling 

No matter in the traditional marketing environment or Internet marketing environment, 
consumers will pay much attention to the process of service experience. Good service and 
product experience can make users have more favorable impression and higher recognition to 
real estate projects. For house buyers, the high cost of purchasing house will make them 
confirm the real estate value for many times in the further affirming the deal process. In the era 
of real estate sales and marketing, the problems in experience marketing need to be solved 
firstly. Based on virtual technique, create the service experience with strong realistic 
contextualization project for house buyers and provide necessary consultation plus service to 
solve the problems related to the project at any time. 

3. In the Era of Internet Plus, Real Estate Sales and Marketing Strategy 

3.1. Broaden the New Media and Establish Positive Interactive Channel 

3.1.1. Encourage the Use of Social Media 

The environment of Internet Plus marketing provides more marketing ways for most real estate 
enterprises and real estate agent and what’s more, Internet media opens the gate for immediate 
interaction between real estate marketer and house buyer. Hence, with the Internet, except for 
focusing on making use of new media content platform, including using the channel of Today’s 
headlines, Funny headlines and WeChat official account to play paid advertisements, establish 
online service marketing mode. For example, open the WeChat official account about real estate 
project and encourage after-sales service personnel and real estate agent to use WeChat and 
other social media channel to establish connection with clients. Except for encouraging 
salesperson to establish connection with customer, it focus more on the development to 
salesperson’s Internet marketing awareness, including marketing language, marketing 
opportunity and so on. For example, most real estate enterprises focus on establishing 
connection with users, but lack the skills resulting in the poor effect of Internet marketing. 

3.1.2. Construct Data-Based Marketing System 

In fact, for Internet media marketing, enterprise needs constantly to innovate and keeps pace 
with the Internet marketing, which is not simply to create WeChat official account mentioned 
above and establish social relationships with user. What’s the most important is that, under the 
environment of Internet, enterprises need to data-based sales and management system, 
including master the amount of project visit, amount of customer loss and valid review to 
Internet marketing way in time and so on. At the same time, real estate enterprise needs to 
establish related Internet media marketing department and via active communication and 
content promotion, obtain the span date through many different Internet content channels and 
then selecting the accurate data to achieve the accurate marketing. 

3.1.3. Cooperate with Internet E-commerce Platform 

Nowadays, Internet E-commerce is gradually mature and relying on stable customer’s 
resources, most Internet E-commerce is able to obtain different consumption level customers’ 
focus. The type of real estate plus E-commerce is gradually accepted by users. For example, 
Hopson and Jingdong platform, Taobao platform conduct the relevant strategic cooperation 
relationship, regularly display and sell products through e-commerce channels and form a 
complete Internet real estate ecological chain. 
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3.2. Use Internet Video Media and Broaden New Marketing Ways 

In fact, Internet video media is one kind of new media content media. Currently, there are many 
real estate enterprises playing advertisements through Internet video media. Based on the 
Internet video media, the major advantage of playing the advertisement is to effectively conduct 
the regional ad serving based on Internet technique, which is suitable for the real estate 
advertisement region’s characteristic. Of course, except for ad serving, real estate enterprise is 
advised to actively promote the establishment of Internet plus Webcast marketing mode, 
whose purpose is, in the manner of webcast, to let user understand the advantage of real estate 
project in detail and achieve further the marketing goal of strengthening the recognition. At the 
same time, making use of the online celebrity’s influence in the region, appropriately integrate 
the advertisement into the video to make reasonable propagation to the project. It will also 
achieve the bandwagon effect, promote some potential house buyers entering the sight and lead 
to the sale process by the professional salesperson. 

3.3. Make Use of Internet Virtual Technique and Create Optima Experience 

During the process of promoting Internet innovative marketing, it needs to focus on 
experiencing the marketing. In order to get a better understanding to the location of the project, 
information of the project, except for the video content, picture content and words content, the 
Internet technique can be used to achieve the presentation of real situation. For example, 
through 360-degree panorama, AR visual experience, etc., allow users to see a sandbox model, 
product institute, etc. of a project in detail even if users do not arrive at the purchasing site. In 
the process of house purchasing, most house buyers will make comparisons among different 
real estate projects and if the users have more understanding to the advantages of the project, 
they will be motivated easily. And then in the process of presenting the project’s advantage, 
adopting the modern technology to achieve reproduction of virtual reality scenes will bring 
optimal experience to consumers and then impel them to buy. 

3.4. Dig the Cross-Border Integration and Establish the Internet Plus Multi-
Dimensional Service Marketing Concept 

Real estate marketing is one embodiment of the Internet cross-border, and its success reflects 
in the real estate industry marketing promotion and sales process. To better promote the 
Internet Plus real estate marketing mode’s service quality and dimension, it needs “cross-
border” in depth and integration. This “cross-borer integration” can work from the marketing 
promotion process, sales process and after-sales service process. In the process of marketing 
promotion process, real estate consultant consulting service is introduced, which is plus 
consultation. The service can introduce current house purchasing policy and house purchasing 
lead in procedure for house buyers, promise the smooth going of the later house purchasing 
and dispel the worry of house buyer to online house purchasing. In the process of sales, the 
financial loan service can be introduced, and with the advantage of Internet inclusive finance, 
it makes it convenient for house buyers to understand own loan condition before eventually 
house purchasing and provide house buyers loan, which is “plus finance”. In the process of 
after-sales service of real estate, the house inspection service, real estate certificate agency 
services, decoration materials recommendation services, house decoration company 
optimization services and other follow-up facility services, which is “plus facility”. It enables the 
house buyer to enjoy the follow-up practical value-added services, while increasing user 
stickiness. 

4. Conclusion 

It can be said that in the era of Internet, the marketing of real estate enterprise and real estate 
institute can rely on Internet marketing activity to obtain more support in space and technique 
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and achieve marketing activity’s efficiency and accuracy. This essay holds the opinion that 
when making the real estate Internet marketing strategies, should fully analyze consumer’s 
favor and behavior and make much investigation to the local market, especially paying much 
attention to analyze the peer’s development level and management strategy. Should not apply 
the original experience mechanically, integrate it and make customized marketing strategy for 
customer according to needs. Only relying on diversified management mode and high-class 
service level can the real estate enterprise win in the market competition. 
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